
In this part, you will learn to ask and answer 
questions about food.



We can use Is there any …? or Are there any …? 
to ask questions about food.

Is / Are there any …?

Is there any milk?

Are there any bananas?

We use any in questions.



We can use Is there any …? or Are there any …? 
to ask questions about food.

Is / Are there any …?

We use Is there … for 

uncountable nouns.

Is there any milk?

Are there any bananas?

We use Are there … for 

plural countable nouns.



Is there any …?

Is there any butter?

Yes, there is.

Is there any juice?

No, there isn’t.

We can use Is there any …? for uncountable nouns.

Mom:

Nana:

Mom:

Nana:

Uncountable nouns

Yes, there has.

No, there hasn’t.



Are there any …?

Are there any tomatoes?

Yes, there are.

Are there any mushrooms?

No, there aren’t.

We can use Are there any …? for countable nouns.

Mom:

Nana:

Mom:

Nana:

Plural countable nouns



Review

Let’s make breakfast! 

Is there any bread?

Yes, there is.

Are there any eggs?

Yes, there are.

Are there any sausages?

No, there aren’t.

Is there any jam?

No, there isn’t.

Let’s make an egg sandwich then!

Nana:

Lily:

Nana:

Lily:

Nana:

Lily:

Nana:

Lily:

Nana:



Quick Check

1. Choose the correct answers.

A:  [Is / Are] there any rice?

B: Yes, there [is / are].



Quick Check

2. Choose the correct answers.

A:  [Is / Are] there any [egg / eggs]?

B: No, there [isn’t / aren’t].



In this part, you will learn to use determiners 
to talk about quantities of food.



some

We use some to mean a small number of (countable 
things) or a small amount of (uncountable things).

some mushrooms

Countable

some ham

Uncountable

We can use some with both 

countable and uncountable nouns.



some

There is some jam on the table.

There are some onions on the fridge.



a lot of

We use a lot of to mean a large number of (countable 
things) or a large amount of (uncountable things).

a lot of apples

Countable

a lot of bread

Uncountable

We can use a lot of with both 

countable and uncountable nouns.



There is a lot of juice in the fridge.

There are a lot of carrots on the table.

a lot of



any

We can use any in both questions and negative 
sentences.

Are there any apples?

No, there aren’t any apples.

Is there any congee?

No, there isn’t any congee.

Tom:

Nana:

Tom:

Nana:

We can use any with both countable 

and uncountable nouns.



There isn’t any milk in the fridge.

There aren’t any oranges on the table.

There isn’t any food!

any



Quick Check

1. Choose the correct answers.

There are [some / a lot of / any] noodles.

There isn’t [some / a lot of / any] soup.



Quick Check

2. Choose the correct answers.

There is [some / a lot of / any] rice.

There are [some / a lot of / any] peas.


